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Castle Combe Conquered - plenty of podiums at the Chilly 10k

Racing returns and TBACers did not disappoint with some stella performances at Castle
Combe race track, the venue for last Sunday's DB Max Chilly 10k. Cat wins and podiums
galore, plus an overall win for Freya.
 
The unofficial Bath Beat presented another opportunity for a classic Tom selfie with the
ladies. We hear how Mark and Alex ended up walking with elephants. And the 2020 5k TT
competition comes to a close with the final placings confirmed.
 
While we are blessed this week with a Plug packed full of running and races, don't forget
to also send in a few words about your fav routes, fav overseas races, runners' recipes,
top tips, and of course, questions for Dave. Remember, The Plug is what YOU make it.
 
Simon Brace. 
The Plug Editor - email me at plugeditor@teambathac.org

Quote of the week
This week's from Guy Landon
 

Learn to run when feeling the pain: then push harder.
 



(Source: William Sigei, former 10,000m world record holder)

DB Max Chilly 10k, Castle Combe Circuit
6th December 2020
By Cath Dale
 
The Chilly lived up to its name! Freezing fog greeted a respectable number of intrepid
Team Bathers eager to do an actual real race, postponed from LD2. The 10k race – time
trial really – was run on the Castle Combe ‘motor’ race track, rather than any twee
chocolate box Cotswold village lanes. The event was Covid secure and superbly
organised; chip timing, allocated start times with 6 runners going off at 1-minute intervals
and a huge track (akin to a runway) meant that social-distancing was never an issue
(though I was still passed by runners within a metre of me?!).
 
Jamie, Freya and I had early start times. As you went off in groups of six, it meant that you
were running in those groups for a while until more groups got going. By lap 2 (of the 3.4)
there was more of a ‘race’ atmosphere, with some people to pace or chase. The tarmac
was undulating with a long uphill from the start to the top of the course, a stretch you had
to do four times. The elevation of 22m seemed a lot more! It was not one of the most
scenic of races I’ve ever done but, hey, who can complain in Covid times? At least it was a
proper timed race, not relying on GPS watches!
 
I had a ‘comfortable’ run and considering I had only managed a few pathetic intervals
sessions on my own during LD2, I was more than happy with 44:24 (equalling my PB of

2017 at Bristol), 11th lady and 1st W50. Freya did amazing, with an 1st overall lady (39:14),

Rebecca Pierce was 3rd lady (though not sure if she is TBAC or B&W?!) and Ella Treby

was 2nd Junior. Ali and Phil also did well with Ali 1st W60. Jamie did a PB of 18:14 at his
first official 10k. Well done to the other TBACers who also competed.



Here is the full list of TBAC finishers. Competition was fierce with the overall winner
coming in at 31:25; and the first MV40 at 34:39, just 10 seconds ahead of Matt. You know
many of the other cat winners, because they were TBACers. Awesome work team!

The Unofficial Bath Beat
By Beccy Tarling
 
With all of us missing the events that we normally enjoy throughout the running year, a few
Bath Bats recently decided to have a go at an unofficial Bath Beat in an effort to get some
muddy miles in and see friendly faces at the same time. Many of you will know the Bath
Bats - a friendly, inclusive running group based around two principles: firstly, the regular
group runs happen on a Thursday evening from 7pm, usually with the aid of head torch,
and secondly, the route needs to end at a pub in time to order beer and chips. 
 



In more usual times, the Bath Beat happens in April as a fundraiser for Ralph Allen School
and was originally set up and run by a local policeman - hence the name. It’s aimed at
both runners and walkers with 4 distances ranging between 12 and 26 miles, all of which
take in the pretty villages surrounding Bath. But despite the stunning route, the Bath Beat
is most well known for its abundance of food! With the longest route including at least 4
food stations en route, loaded with homemade cake, sandwiches and other goodies.
 
Last weekend, on a misty, chilly Sunday morning, 12 Bats running in socially distanced
pairs and setting off from different points along the route between 7:30 and 9am, enjoyed
the (very) muddy fun of the 26 mile route. Our group of myself, Ilana, Sevim and Tom
Hutchison, left Bathford at 9am and headed uphill past Browns Folly and Sally in the
Woods. The route sweeps through woods and fields to pick up the canal at Dundas before
heading out to Freshford to join the Over the Hills route for a short while and then across
the fields to Hinton Charterhouse and Norton St Phillip where a very kind Bat friend had
set up a food station in her driveway with hot drinks, mince pies and home made cake. 
The other Bats were running anticlockwise meaning we’d had the pleasure of bumping
into several other pairs as they emerged from the mist with tales to tell of the treats which
awaited us when we reached Norton St Phillip and even more mud ahead of us.
 
Both of these we found to be true and we waded our way through boggy valleys and up
slippery hills until we reached the ford at Wellow where we happily washed our feet in the
ford. From there we skated across more fields to Twinhoe and Combe Hay before picking
up the coal canal which dropped us out at Midford and Tucking Mill ready for the steps to
Combe Down… the ones you really don’t feel like climbing after over 20 miles. But with
those behind us, we were up the last big hill and powering(‘ish) along the road and into
Rainbow Woods.  
 
With the mist still very low and the temperature still chilly we were surprised by the
incredible number of people out walking - this was definitely the busiest part of the route. 
But we could sense the end by now and we pushed on along Bushey Norwood with it’s
sneaky, incline into the woods and down into Bathampton. Tom and I joked about
chancing a red light at the level crossing in our eagerness to get to our warm, dry clothes
waiting in Bathford but fortunately the train came rushing round the corner a couple of
minutes later allowing us to head for our dry shoes.
 
Next April, all being well, we’ll be there at Ralph Allen picking up our route maps and
heading off in search of cake, beautiful views and a fun morning out. As a route, it’s got a
lot to recommend it and if you combine that with good friends and lots of chat, you really
can’t go wrong.



Gordano Round
By Mark Mackintosh
 
I joined Alex Copping to run the Gordano Round as part of his Arc of Attrition training
programme. The 27 mile round, starting and ending on the shoreline in Portishead, was
devised by the Gordano Footpath Group ( http://www.gordano-footpath-group.org.uk/),
and is a figure-of-eight walk, taking in a lovely mix of countryside, woodland, and coast
path.
 
We decided to run it clockwise (i.e. headed inland from Portishead) and realised after a
few km that we’d given ourselves more of a challenge as the waymarks (green named
discs with lapwing) were only designed for running/walking it the other direction. 
Nonetheless, despite a few wrong turns (including trying to fruitlessly follow the gpx track
through Noah’s Ark Farm Zoo – nice elephants, and helpful staff, but a dead end), and
contending with some diversions due to the strengthening of the electrical grid to cope
with Hinkley Point C, we got around.
 
The last section running from Clevedon to Portishead along the coast path was a really
enjoyable surprise as I’d not appreciated the beauty of this section of coast before, and
the Gordano valley and woods were also a treat, just a shame it was so misty we did not
get any views. Well recommended, but probably better run in the intended direction and
then it would be 27 miles rather than the 30 we clocked up in 6:20.

Mark didn't take any pictures - apparently his phone died. If only he had remembered to
charge it fully, he may have captured a nice photo like this one. Here we see an elephant,
(who unlike Mark, never forgets), hanging out at Noah's Ark Farm Zoo.
Looks like a lovely place to get lost!

http://teambathac.bmetrack.com/c/l?u=B8CFC54&e=119753D&c=F196A&t=0&email=u629SG%2BpQUdkh01Z1H9aoWjd3CZMXyVOfNcRodO0Zw0%3D&seq=1


Club Monthly 5k TT
FINAL STANDINGS
By the Editor
 
It's time to wrap-up not only a new pair of running socks for your loved one's Christmas
stocking, but also this year's 5k time trial competition. Big thanks again to Paul King for
keeping the annual league alive since its displacement from the University in March.
In fact, during late Spring the competition thrived, with over 40 participants in April and
May respectively uploading their "virtual TTs" for Paul to collate and publish.
 
A few other stats to tickle your tinsel:

289 TTs were recorded over the year
94 runners recorded at least one TT
With an average time of 21:23, January was the slowest month
While an average of 18:20 meant that November was the fastest
The overall average for the year was a speedy 20:02
Only one runner, Lizzi Pitt, managed to clock a TT every month

Prizegiving remains TBC, but the would-be winners are listed below, according to the rules
pasted again below from the Club website:
 
The final placings are calculated using the fastest six results in a calendar year. Prizes are
awarded to the top three men, top two men over 40, top man over 50 and top under 20
man. For women the top 4 unless no over 40 is in the top 4 in which case the top 3
women and top over 40 plus top under 20.
 
WOMEN
1st FS: Lizzi Pitt 20:18
2nd FS: Helen Alvis 22:10
3rd FS: Not taken
1st FV40: Cath Dale 21:06
1st FU20: Isobel Cotterill 20:29
 
MEN
1st MS: Josh Taylor 16:00
2nd MS: James Donald 16:57
3rd MS: Joe Chevalier 17:18
1st MV40: Simon Brace 17:25
2nd MV40: Carl Tucker 18:07
1st MV50: Mike Dooley 17:20
1st MU20: Jamie Dale 18:50
 
Per the previous Plug issue, below you'll find two tables. The first lists the 18 runners who
managed to complete a minimum of 6 TTs over the year to qualify for the competition.
You'll see that each runner's fastest 6 are highlighted. The second table lists all 94 runners
who completed at least one TT.
 
Here's hoping normal business resumes at some point next year with the TT returning to
the Campus on a Tuesday night. I don't miss those cones and 180 turns, but I do miss the
competition and camaraderie, even in the biting wind and rain!
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